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Introduction
In recent decades, there are putting changes within the apply of

clinical laboratory medicine. Diagnostic testing for infection is not any
longer the foremost activity. Advances have return from several areas
of science and medication and from new technologies. Response
diseases, hypersensitivity reaction and asthma attack, organ and bone
marrow transplantation, humor and plasmacyte malignancies, and first
and secondary immune deficiencies, have all provided challenges and
opportunities to advance clinical laboratory medicine. Every
unresolved problem that may continue into the long run.

Technological advances have return on several fronts.
Macromolecule chemistry contributed ionophoresis. Immunologists
contributed cataphoresis and being antibodies. Immune-based
therapies area unit being introduced at associate degree fast rate
associate degreed assessments of advanced immune-based therapies
area unit having an increasing impact on the responsibilities of the
clinical medicine laboratory. The result has been a shift from
diagnostic medicine to the increasing stress on useful standing and
responsiveness of the system. Area unit therapies having the meant
effects of skyrocketing or toning down selected immune functions?
Correct, quantitative measures of clinical effectiveness area unit
needed. Demands of the clinical medicine laboratory area unit
increasing from new diseases and from new data regarding well-
established disorders.

Future findings regarding immune mechanisms and illness
pathologic process moreover as new technologies area unit possible to

lead to additional precise assays on smaller samples obtained from
restricted sites and requiring additional exactitude in sample handling.
T-cell subsets, B and NK cells, Th1 and Th2 classes of humor cells,
lymphocytes and cytokines, moreover as immunoglobulin,
autoantibodies, and medicine area unit the common expression of
clinical laboratory medicine. Whereas diagnostic and clinical
laboratory medicine way back outgrew the range of biology, AIDS
could also be a kind of microbiological revenge wherever HIV infects
and lethally damages the system. The purpose is that diagnostic and
clinical laboratory medicine contributions and responsibilities have
matured by input from several fields of science and medication.
Similarly, clinical laboratory medicine currently provides intellectual
and clinical services to medication terribly loosely.

One message from the recent past is that there'll be new diseases.
AIDS emphasizes that. Another message is that there'll be new
therapies. Different signals return from current work on the human
ordination. Several genetic factors that relate to incidence or course of
illness are going to be known. New interventions are going to be
devised to be used in otherwise healthy people for the aim of fending
off illness or modulating its course. a number of these area unit
possible to have an effect on functions of the system and can need new
measurements. There’s each reason to believe that medication and
science within the future can have the benefit of loosely
knowledgeable immunologists United Nations agency incorporate
advances from many various disciplines into the sector of diagnostic
and clinical medicine.

The assemblage of data into computers and therefore the
automation of testing have expedited standardization and
straightforward exchange of data. Clarity of communication between
individuals is very important before and once computers have done
their issue. There’ll forever be a desire for well-trained and articulate
persons to unravel issues and supply corrective measures. Sensible
coaching programs in fundamentals of medicine and clinical relevancy
and analytic interpretation are going to be necessary. Continued
instructional programs are going to be required for making certain
skilled competency in an exceedingly ever-changing world. These can
have to be compelled to be changed to fulfill new developments.
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